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A Mermaid's Guide
A fascinating story about the power of
networking, connection, and mentorship
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Written as an engaging parable, Swim! How a
Shark, a Suckerfish, and a Parasite Teach You
Leadership, Mentoring, and Next Level Success
brings to life real-world challenges (and
their solutions) and presents them in simple,
yet powerful terms. The book explores the
vital importance of networking, explores the
steps that lead to successful networking, and
explains why we need it. Swim! dives deep
into the concepts of mentorship and the power
of human connection. While too many business
leaders spend their time obsessing about
facts, figures, and the bottom line, it is
more important for them to learn to manage
relationships. Once attention shifts to
relationships, businesses and careers can
reach the next level of success. Written by a
leading motivational speaker, this book
offers ideas that can be applied to both
personal and business life. Understand the
importance of establishing habits and rituals
Tap into the power of a positive mindset
Discover the value of teamwork Learn to use
intentional language about workplace culture
Swim! is an entertaining book that highlights
the significant concept of connecting and
building relationships and includes the tools
needed to become more self-aware about our
roles and contributions in our industries.

Llama Llama Learns to Swim
Swim better—and enjoy every lap—with Total
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Immersion, a guide to improving your swimming
from an expert with more than thirty years of
experience in the water. Terry Laughlin, the
world’s #1 authority on swimming success, has
made his unique approach even easier for
anyone to master. Whether you’re an
accomplished swimmer or have always found
swimming to be a struggle, Total Immersion
will show you that it’s mindful fluid
movement—not athletic ability—that will turn
you into an efficient swimmer. This new
edition of the bestselling Total Immersion
features: · A thoughtfully choreographed
series of skill drills—practiced in the
mindful spirit of yoga—that can help anyone
swim more enjoyably · A holistic approach to
becoming one with the water and to developing
a swimming style that’s always comfortable ·
Simple but thorough guidance on how to
improve fitness and form · A complementary
land-and-water program for achieving a strong
and supple body at any age Based on more than
thirty years of teaching, coaching, and
research, Total Immersion has dramatically
improved the physical and mental experience
of swimming for thousands of people of all
ages and abilities.

How to Teach Your Baby to Swim
Learn to Swim guides parents of babies and
children from ages 6 months to 4 years
through progressive, baby-friendly swimming
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lessons that not only build confidence and
help control sleep problems and tantrums, but
are proven to stimulate intelligence and
concentration, increase emotional and
physical development, and boost immunities.
DK's step-by-step approach will help parents
teach water confidence and safety skills for
babies and young children in Learn to Swim.

Learn to Swim
Every parent wants their child to swim - for
safety, for fun, and for fitness. This text
provides a practical, easy-to-use guide which
shows how you can teach your child to swim.

The Swimming Strokes Book
Why We Swim
Swimming Fastest
An illustrated guide to competitive swimming
containing detailed overviews of the four
primary strokes; racing strategies; and the
most effective training methods and the
science behind why they work.

The Complete Beginners Guide To
Swimming
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This dynamic teaching book shows the
difference between swimming coaches and
swimming teachers. You Can Swim, but Can You
Teach It? helps swimmers to teach complete
beginners how to swim. It starts from how to
enter the pool and takes the student through
each step necessary until he can float. Then
the different methods of swimming are
studied. The book was written after the
author was consulted by a mother whose child
had failed to learn how to swim, despite
having many swimming lessons and the mother
was about to give up. "I taught the sevenyear-old lad and within two years had taught
him to swim every stroke including the
butterfly. At that time, I vowed to write the
book, but it never materialized until the
need to teach young members of staff how to
teach swimming arose." About the Author Maud
Robertson Ramsay Nomiyama is a teacher. She
grew up in Glasgow, Scotland, travelled the
world for three years, married a Japanese
man, and now lives in Osaka, Japan. "I wrote
but did not publish a book on afternoon tea,
a series of books on penmanship, a book for
teaching bagpipes, and a book for young
students of English as a foreign language. I
have written and am now publishing a book for
teachers of English as a foreign language. I
am now writing a book on bullying and a book
on the power of the bagpipes. I intend to
write a book on how to teach skiing."
Publisher's website: http:
//sbprabooks.com/MaudRobertsonRamsayNomiyama
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Teach Your Child to Swim
Dear Parent Congratulations! Your child is
ready to learn to swim. As a professional
swim instructor, I can assure you it will be
one of the most exciting adventures in his or
her young life. Not only will your child
learn practical swim skills, he or she will
also develop a genuine love of the water, as
well as a real respect for both its joys and
potential dangers. This book's purpose is to
be a companion to formal lessons. It is meant
to help you and your child prepare for those
lessons in several ways: . To dissolve some
of the mystery involved in learning to how to
swim . To outline the sequence of skills as
they may be introduced, thereby enabling you
to best aid your child in coping with any
questions or concerns that may arise as new
skills are introduced. . To allow you to be
involved in your child's process from the
beginning It was my intent to write a simple,
fun and engaging story that parents and their
children will want to read over and over
again. During the many years I have been
teaching children to swim, I have witnessed
many amazing and magical experiences. Some of
my more memorable and positive recollections
involved children who came to me with strong
fears and resistance to learning to swim.
These children taught me to be more patient,
flexible, adaptable, and creative, and they
have inspired me to write this book. Happy
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Safe Swimming!! For More Information Curious
Dolphin Publishing curiousdolphin.com
lucalearnstoswim.com

Popular Mechanics
Whether you are thinking about starting your
children in swimming lessons or you already
have, this book will help you get the most
out of lessons. 'Sink or Swim' includes tips
and expert advice on what you should expect
from swimming and water safety teachers. It
includes instructions to show you how to put
on a swimming cap (including photos) and
goggles. This book answers many parent
questions from infant lessons to mini-squad
expectations and helps parents and teachers
understand each other, for maximum benefit to
the student. 'Sink or Swim' is a great
addition to any child’s swimming bag.

Master the Art of Swimming
In this book, Franoise Freedman shares the
knowledge and expertise that led her to
develop Aqualight: the leading school for
teaching babies to swim. Immersing your baby
is completely safe when done correctly
through a gentle and progressive approach.
Aqualight water training is a sequence-based
programme. Each sequence is self-contained
and offers parents scope for further
practice. Skills and strengths are gradually
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developed through sequences unique to each
child. Babies can start from as young as ten
weeks, and additional techniques, with and
without swimming aids, address the needs of
toddlers up to two-and-a-half years old.

How to Be a Swimming Teacher
A Mermaid's Guide is a modern, practical
book, which will turn your child into a
confident swimmer using the unique Relaxation
Based Swimming Method. This book contains a
step-by-step guide to creating strong, joyful
swimmers. The book also includes bathtub
exercises to do with your baby from as early
as three months old to help them prepare for
formal lessons, and simple empowerment
phrases to use with your child around the
pool to build a positive, trust-based,
relationship with the water. Enclosed you'll
find over fifty stunning photos, progression
charts, illustrations, and case studies to
help you on your journey.This book contains
myth busters including why teaching your
child to kick and blow bubbles is outdated
and should be replaced with floating on their
tummies. The book answers questions such as
"What is the best age to start swim lessons?"
and "What is dry-drowning?" You'll also
discover the five life-changing "Mermaid
Golden Rules" every parent should utilize on
a daily basis with their toddlers both in and
out of the pool. A Mermaid's Guide provides
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the RBL Personality Chart system, which sheds
light on why some children love swimming
while some are hard adapters and how to help
your child love it!

Learn to Swim
Swimming with Autism
What are the most essential qualities of a
successful swimming teacher? What are the
best tools and exercises needed for
delivering the most productive and practical
swimming lessons? How To Be a Swimming
Teacher gives you everything you need from
managing yourself and your class, to planning
and delivering your swimming lessons. Plan
and prepare your lessons using over 80 fully
illustrated swimming exercises that all
contain diagrams, teaching points and common
mistakes. Teaching swimming could not be made
easier.

1, 2, 3, Jump!
Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and
influences readers to help them master the
modern world. Whether it’s practical DIY homeimprovement tips, gadgets and digital
technology, information on the newest cars or
the latest breakthroughs in science -- PM is
the ultimate guide to our high-tech
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lifestyle.

Water Babies
This 10-unit program dymystifies the process
of teaching swimming, offering a clearly
defined series of steps that will help pupils
lern aquatic skills and the four strokes:
backstroke, front crawl breaststroke and
butterfly.

The Complete Idiot's Guide to Swimming
Sink or Swim – Water Safety and
Swimming Lessons Guide for Parents
"Robert McCloskey's unusual and stunning
pictures have long been a delight for their
fun as well as their spirit of place."—The
Horn Book Mrs. Mallard was sure that the pond
in the Boston Public Gardens would be a
perfect place for her and her eight ducklings
to live. The problem was how to get them
there through the busy streets of Boston. But
with a little help from the Boston police,
Mrs. Mallard and Jack, Kack, Lack, Nack,
Ouack, Pack, and Quack arive safely at their
new home. This brilliantly illustrated,
amusingly observed tale of Mallards on the
move has won the hearts of generations of
readers. Awarded the Caldecott Medal for the
most distinguished American picture book for
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children in 1941, it has since become a
favorite of millions. This classic tale of
the famous Mallard ducks of Boston is
available for the first time in a full-sized
paperback edition. Make Way for Ducklings has
been described as "one of the merriest
picture books ever" (The New York Times).
Ideal for reading aloud, this book deserves a
place of honor on every child's bookshelf.
"This delightful picture book captures the
humor and beauty of one special duckling
family. McClosky's illustrations are
brilliant and filled with humor. The details
of the ducklings, along with the popular
sights of Boston, come across wonderfully.
The image of the entire family proudly
walking in line is a classic."—The Barnes &
Noble Review "The quaint story of the mallard
family's search for the perfect place to
hatch ducklings. For more than fifty years
kids have been entertained by this warm and
wonderful story."—Children's Literature

How to Teach Your Baby to Swim
This affordable 134 page book uses a system
of easy-to-master one-minute steps so you can
teach yourself and all your children all the
basic skills to swim efficiently in several
hours. This is the most valued book in the
"Teach Yourself To Swim" series because most
children stop taking lessons before they
master their rhythmical breathing so they can
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swim continuously with less effort. As a
result, these children grow up to be adults
at risk and why the unintentional drowning
death rates have not decreased on average in
the last 50 years! But now for the first time
a system is revealed so you can easily teach
yourself how to be more efficient and master
your breathing. Of the average ten
unintentional drowning deaths each day eight
are adults, but the two children get all the
publicity. But you can teach an adult to
teach themselves to swim, and this book
solves this problem especially where there is
no pool or experienced instructors. It's not
your fault you may not have learned to master
your breathing to swim farther and conserve
your energy to avoid panic. But now you can
change all that in a few hours of your time
spent in the shallow end of a pool or lake to
remaster all the basic skills. Pictures
sequences and easy-to-understand instructions
from a pro teacher get you faster longerlasting results. This is a must book for
every home library so every family member can
learn to swim efficiently.

Make Way for Ducklings
Topsy and Tim find fun and adventure in the
real world. Their engaging stories, brought
to you by Ladybird, are reassuring for young
children having first experiences of their
own. In this ebook edition of Topsy and Tim:
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Go Camping, the twins make new friends,
follow a nature trail and even get to stay in
their own tent. A trusted and well-loved pair
Topsy and Tim books have been beautifully
updated with contemporary artwork. Topsy &
Tim remain instantly recognizable to parents
while in a fresh style that will appeal to a
new generation of fans. Topsy and Tim have
all sorts of new experiences - just like you!
Find out all about Topsy and Tim's camping
trip. Jean and Gareth Adamson have sold over
21 million copies in fifty years of their
iconic Topsy and Tim books. Topsy and Tim
help guide children through various 'new
experiences', such as a new baby in Topsy and
Tim: The New Baby and recycling in Topsy and
Tim Go Green, with captivating storylines fun
characters and engaging pictures. Visit
www.topsyandtim.com for interactive Topsy and
Tim stories or download the Topsy and Tim
Start School app for iPhone. Other Topsy and
Tim titles available from Ladybird: Topsy and
Tim Learn to Swim Topsy and Tim have a
Birthday Party Topsy and Tim Start School
Topsy and Tim Go on an Aeroplane Topsy and
Tim Go to the Zoo Topsy and Tim Go to the
Dentist Topsy and Tim Meet Father Christmas
Topsy and Tim The New Baby Topsy and Tim Play
Football Topsy and Tim Go on a Train Topsy
and Tim Go Camping Topsy and Tim Go to
Hospital Topsy and Tim At the Farm Topsy and
Tim Go to the Doctor Topsy and Tim Have Itchy
Heads Topsy and Tim Meet the Fire Fighters
Topsy and Tim Meet the Police Topsy and Tim
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Safety First Topsy and Tim Sports Day Topsy
and Tim Visit London Topsy and Tim Go Green
And printed editions only of Topsy and Tim:
Wipe Clean First Writing; Start School with
Topsy and Tim: Wipe Clean First Numbers

Swim Speed Strokes for Swimmers and
Triathletes
Since this internationally popular book was
first published, hundreds of thousands of
children have learned to swim with Virginia
Hunt Newman's gentle, easy to follow
instructions. With the help of photographs,
she shows parents exactly what to do to teach
their infant to be safe in the water in a fun
and playful way. She begins with answers to
the first questions parents ask: How frequent
should the lessons be? How long? Will my baby
forget? Will he be afraid? Among the subjects
she covers are water temperature; introducing
the infant to the water; getting him used to
submersion; paddling under water; encouraging
him to open his eyes under water; teaching
him to dog-paddle on the surface of the
water; and how to use poker chips! She also
discusses breath control, floating, kicking,
pulling, jumping, diving, games that can be
played in the water, and pool techniques that
can be adapted for use at lakes and beaches.
The author's simple, proven methods,
including the Ten Commandments of teaching
little ones, will ease parents to that
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wonderful moment when they watch their child
splash along with self-reliance, joy, and
safety.

Stewie the Duck Learns to Swim
A series of poems convey the feelings of a
young girl whose sense of joy and security at
the family's summer house is shattered when
an older boy who lives nearby sexually abuses
her.

Teaching an Infant to Swim
With a postscript describing SEAL efforts in
Afghanistan, The Warrior Elite takes you into
the toughest, longest, and most relentless
military training in the world. What does it
take to become a Navy SEAL? What makes
talented, intelligent young men volunteer for
physical punishment, cold water, and days
without sleep? In The Warrior Elite, former
Navy SEAL Dick Couch documents the process
that transforms young men into warriors. SEAL
training is the distillation of the human
spirit, a tradition-bound ordeal that seeks
to find men with character, courage, and the
burning desire to win at all costs, men who
would rather die than quit. From the Trade
Paperback edition.

Topsy and Tim: Go Camping
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Updated October of 2019, this is Swimming
Ideas' latest training workbook for new and
veteran swimming instructors and coaches. In
this latest edition, you'll see an all-new
format focusing on pictures and key points.
There are discussion items to talk about with
peers in a group training session, or one-onone if reviewing with a manager. We learn
through visual references and this book is
full of custom-drawn illustrations and
pictures directly addressing the most
important skills in swimming. Teaching
swimming lessons and running a swim team can
be difficult. There are so many variables and
things to consider. Getting new staff and
veteran instructors all on the same page can
be a struggle. Run your swim program using
this book for every member of your staff to
teach a standard range of skills and speak
the same words. You might have ten children
in the water or five adults. Knowing how to
communicate, which skills to work on, and how
to follow an effective incremental
progression is hard. Swimming Ideas is here
to help. I've trained hundreds of new staff
on how to teach swimming, and have compiled a
long list of skills, terms, and techniques to
make swimming instruction more effective in a
new teacher's hands. Want to teach your
16-year-old novice how to teach a swim lesson
so you aren't cringing and biting your nails
as you watch? Give them this book to review
the discussion items together, and evaluate
their understanding with four included
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worksheets. Not sure how you describe the
nuance and importance of using command
language in your classes? Use this training
workbook and discuss how to be a better
communicator. Did you just hire a swim
instructor that has never taught a lesson
before and doesn't even know what a front
glide is? Maybe they've never heard of
streamline. Give them a copy of this training
workbook and they'll learn the 15 essential
swim skills and how to teach them. From
language, scripts, pictures, and guides, this
training guide has it all. For more
information check out
www.swimminglessonsideas.com

Swim Smooth
Learn to swim correctly, overcome your fears,
and improve your swimming techniques for
years of pleasure, fitness, or competition.

Total Immersion
Clear photographs and easy-to-follow
instructions explain how parents can teach
their children, from birth to age six, how to
swim, covering breath control, kicking, and
submersion, and offers advice on how to help
children learn to love being in the water.

Luca Learns to Swim
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Learning how to swim can be a frustrating
experience sometimes, especially for an
adult. Kick with your legs, pull with your
arms, breathe in, and breathe out and do it
all at the right time. Before you know it
you’ve got a hundred and one things to think
about and do all at the same time or in the
right sequence. The Swimming Strokes Book is
designed to break each stroke down into its
component parts, those parts being body
position, legs, arms, breathing and timing
and coordination. An exercise or series of
exercises are then assigned to that part
along with relevant teaching points and
technique tips, to help focus only on that
stroke part. Although it is not the same as
having a swimming teacher with you to correct
you, this book perfectly compliments lessons
or helps to enhance your practice time in the
pool. The 82 exercises form reference
sections for each swimming stroke, complete
with technique tips, teaching points and
common mistakes for each individual exercise.
Clear, concise and easy-to-follow.

Teach Yourself to Swim
First swimming lessons can be exciting and
terrifying, but this joyful and imaginative
guide from Lisl H. Detlefsen, illustated by
Madeline Valentine, shows young readers how
to conquer the pool. From what to wear (a
bathing suit, of course!) to what to expect
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(no, your teacher will not be a mermaid), 1,
2, 3, Jump! covers the what-if’s and how-to’s
of getting in the pool for the first time.
There’s a lot to worry about (can I be sucked
in the filter?) and even more to be excited
about (when can I wear flippers?), and our
narrator has thought of everything. By the
time she’s ready, you to will want to jump
in!

The Warrior Elite
Transform your technique and become a better
swimmer with this remarkable new approach to
freestyle swimming Written for both fitness
and competitive swimmers, Swim Smooth
contains the latest breakthroughs in swimming
to help you radically improve your speed,
enjoyment, and success. Hundreds of fullcolor photographs and three-dimensional
graphics help you put theory into practice
while detailed advice offers help for
intermediate, advanced, and elite swimmers
alike. The book's approach lets you identify
the strengths and weaknesses of your stroke
and drills and training tips let you make the
most of your time in the water. Swim
Efficently. Swim Fast. Swim Smooth.

Froggy Learns to Swim
In his book, Benjamin Roberts, an experienced
swimming teacher, lifeguard and school
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teacher combines his first rate knowledge of
how children learn with his expert
understanding of teaching non-swimmers to
swim to enable parents to gain the skills
needed to teach their own children to swim.
The idea is simply. The book will give you
the parent the understanding, knowledge and
confidence to not only teach your children to
swim correctly but to enjoy the process as
well.

Swim!
A Best Book of the Season: BuzzFeed * Bustle
* San Francisco Chronicle “A fascinating and
beautifully written love letter to water. I
was enchanted by this book." —Rebecca Skloot,
bestselling author of The Immortal Life of
Henrietta Lacks An immersive, unforgettable,
and eye-opening perspective on swimming—and
on human behavior itself. We swim in freezing
Arctic waters and piranha-infested rivers to
test our limits. We swim for pleasure, for
exercise, for healing. But humans, unlike
other animals that are drawn to water, are
not natural-born swimmers. We must be taught.
Our evolutionary ancestors learned for
survival; now, in the twenty-first century,
swimming is one of the most popular
activities in the world. Why We Swim is
propelled by stories of Olympic champions, a
Baghdad swim club that meets in Saddam
Hussein’s palace pool, modern-day Japanese
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samurai swimmers, and even an Icelandic
fisherman who improbably survives a wintry
six-hour swim after a shipwreck. New York
Times contributor Bonnie Tsui, a swimmer
herself, dives into the deep, from the San
Francisco Bay to the South China Sea,
investigating what about water—despite its
dangers—seduces us and why we come back to it
again and again.

Way of the Warrior Kid
A step by step journey that will help you
face your fears and move beyond them. Are you
an adult who has always wanted to learn to
swim but are simply too scared to try? Are
you tired of sitting on the sidelines or the
sand while your friends and family enjoy the
pool or the ocean? Or have you just decided
that NOW is the time to finally learn to swim
so you can cross it off your Bucket List? If
so, Learning to Swim When You're Scared is
just the book to help you! Created
specifically for adults who want to swim but
lack the confidence to do so it focuses on
the steps you need to undertake with simple,
positive language and helpful illustrations.
If you're looking for a short cut or the
previously unpublished "secrets" to becoming
a proficient swimmer then keep looking.
Learning To Swim When You're Scared doesn't
make unrealistic promises or offer a
guarantee of success. Rather it gives you the
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tools you need to make it happen. There are
many reasons why people are afraid of
learning to swim - some are simple and some
are complex. But that doesn't matter. You can
conquer your fear and move beyond it as long
as you are prepared to roll your sleeves up
and have a go. Learning to swim as an adult
isn't "easy" - if it was you would have done
it already, right? That's not to say it's
difficult either, you just need the right
information to help you. Learning To Swim
When You're Scared will not have you swimming
laps in a magically short time frame, rather
it's function is to prepare you for formal
lessons by getting you confident with
submerging, floating and kicking. Learning To
Swim When You're Scared starts with some
preparation: Pinpointing why you're scared
Coming to terms with previous negative
experiences Some simple at home "baby steps"
to get the ball rolling The importance of a
support person It then moves on the nitty
gritty - getting in the pool and your head
under the water. Full submersion is the key
to becoming a swimmer and it is a skill that
can take time to learn. This book will guide
you each step of the way. Once you can go
under the water confidently it then moves
onto other basic water skills inclduing:
Getting your feet off the bottom Learning to
float on the front and back The correct way
to kick While seemingly simple these core
skills will set you on the path to becoming a
proficient swimmer. Spending time and effort
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on them right at the beginning will pay huge
dividends down the track. Everybody can learn
to swim! Any lover of swimming and the water
will tell you there is nothing quite like it.
You don't have to continue being a nonswimmer just because you always have been. It
doesn't matter how old you are, if you are
overweight or if you have tried and failed
before. If you are willing to put in the work
you can do it. Don't sit on the sidelines any
longer! Come on in the water is great.

Teaching Swimming
As a beginner learning how to swim you face
many, often scary unknowns. From first
entering the water, to lifting your feet up
off the bottom, submerging your face and
learning to breathe. From conquering your
fears right through to learning what each
part of your body should be doing when
swimming the four basic strokes, The Complete
Beginners Guide To Swimming contains
everything you could possibly need. Contents:
The Benefits of Swimming Fear of Swimming
Swimming Science Buoyancy Aids Entering The
Pool Learning To Go Underwater Standing Up
Mid Swim How To Float How To Relax In The
Water How To Glide Through The Water How And
When To Breathe Basic Floating Exercises
Front Crawl Backstroke Breaststroke Butterfly
Inside you will find ‘real questions’ from
real beginners learning how to swim.
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Questions like ‘why do my legs sink?”, “why
do I get water up my nose?” and ‘why do I get
so tired?”. Each one with a detailed and
personal answer from the author.

Learning to Swim
Llama Llama learns to swim in this sweet 8x8
based on an episode from the Netflix animated
television series. Look out, world--Llama
Llama is a TV star! The beloved character,
made famous by Anna Dewdney's best-selling
picture books, is the star of his own
original series, now airing on Netflix. Our
episode-based 8x8 tells the story of one of
the most memorable (and sometimes scary!)
milestones: learning to swim! Your little
llamas will love relating to their favorite
picture book character as he faces new and
challenging situations.

Learning To Swim When You're Scared
In this first book of a new illustrated
middle grade series by a #1 New York Times
bestselling author, Marc learns to become a
Warrior Kid after his uncle Jake, a Navy
SEAL, comes to stay for the summer.

Teach Yourself to Swim Like a Pro
Dive in! The water's fine. Packed with clear,
professional instructions, helpful tips and
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advice, and information on indoor and "open"
(ocean) swimming, The Complete Idiot's Guide®
to Swimming, has everything a swimmer needs,
no matter what skill level, to make the most
of their time in the water. ? Detailed
instructions for the four basic strokesbreast stroke, backstroke, butterfly, and
freestyle-as well as the "fifth stroke"
dolphin kick ? Features beautiful underwater
and above-water photographs ? Information on
programs and exercise drills for fitness and
competition

Basic Water Rescue
Zzzziiiinnngggg splash! Everyone’s favorite
frog learns to swim! Frogs are supposed to be
great swimmers. "Not me!" says Froggy, who's
afraid of the water. But with a little
encouragement, some practice, and the help of
a silly song or two, Froggy becomes an expert
frog-kicker! “Froggy’s childlike dialogue and
the sound words—‘zook! Zik!’; ‘flop flop . .
. splash!’ make this a wonderful read aloud.”
—School Library Journal An IRA/CBC Children’s
Choice A Junior Library Guild Selection

Swimming Made Easy
Stewie-the-Duck really wants to go swimming
with his friends, but first he must learn the
water safety rules.
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In her best-selling book Swim Speed Secrets,
4-time Olympian and gold medalist Sheila
Taormina revealed the freestyle swimming
technique used by the world's fastest
swimmers. Now in Swim Speed Strokes Taormina
shows swimmers and triathletes how they can
swim with elite technique in all four
swimming strokes--butterfly, backstroke,
breaststroke, and freestyle. Using crystalclear photographs and her engaging,
straightforward style, Coach Taormina
explains the science behind power and speed
in the water, explores the elements common to
every stroke, and examines stroke technique
in detail in individual stroke chapters. Swim
Speed Strokes goes deep into the fastest
swimming technique for each stroke, breaking
down the pull, kick, core movement, and
timing of 13 elite swimmers and Olympians
including Peter Vanderkaay, Rebecca Soni,
Aaron Peirsol, Rowdy Gaines, Ashley Whitney,
Vlad Morozov, Ariana Kukors, Andrew Gemmell,
Laura Sogar, Nicolas Fink, Elizabeth Beisel,
Doug Reynolds, and Melanie Margalis. Taormina
interviews each athlete and analyzes
underwater photos and race stroke data to
break down their technique in butterfly,
backstroke, breaststroke, and freestyle. From
the catch through the curvilinear path and
diagonal phase to the power-packed finish
phase, Taormina explores the pull patterns to
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show how any swimmer can improve their own
swimming. As Taormina shows in Swim Speed
Strokes, the fastest technique for all four
swimming strokes is remarkably similar. Onestroke swimmers will find big improvements in
practicing the others, refining their feel
for the water, coordination, and stroke
efficiency. Whether you want to master every
stroke or simply improve on your best one,
Swim Speed Strokes will show you how to
become the strongest swimmer you can be.

You Can Swim, But Can You Teach It?
Swimming improves your flexibility, tones
your body and can help to boost your selfesteem and produce a sense of well being. It
is the nation's most popular sporting
activity with 11.9 million people swimming
regularly. However, most people don't know
how to swim properly. This book is based on a
35-year voyage of discovery into the art of
swimming. Steven Shaw's method takes the
Alexander Technique into the swimming pool focusing on releasing tension from the head,
neck and back. Steven has evolved a unique
way of breaking down strokes into a series of
therapeutic movements, which can be practised
individually or with a partner, in a pool or
on dry land. These provide the building
blocks, which combine to make it possible for
anyone to recraft their own strokes in a way
that promote good body use and avoid
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injuries. Instead of performing physical
actions in an automatic way, you begin to
learn body awareness. This way of swimming
not only feels freer and more open, it is
graceful and has a sense of flow, often
absent from the way many people swim. Shaw
looks at the most popular strokes - front
crawl, back stroke, breast stroke and
butterfly - focusing on maximum efficiency
and minimum strain.
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